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St Michael’s CE Junior School  
Parents’ Forum 

 

St Michael’s CE Junior School 
Minutes of Parents’ Forum held at 2.30pm  

on Thursday 14th November 2019 

 

   

  Action 

1 Welcome and Introductions: New and current members introduced themselves  

2 Apologies for Absence: Lucy Haines, Clarissa Middleton  

3 Minutes of previous meeting held on 19th September 2019 had been circulated. The 
Parents’ Forum agreed the minutes as an accurate record.  

 

4 Matters arising from the last meeting  
a) Mirror missing from upstairs girls’ toilet; ST had investigated and found that following the 
refurbishment of the toilets no mirror had been placed in the downstairs toilets, however 
there are currently mirrors in the upstairs toilets, so perhaps there had been some 
miscommunication.  
b) Possibility of more support from the office regarding children remembering to attend 
Rocksteady classes; the office responded to this by pointing out that they had no control 
over Rocksteady classes. Rocksteady had recently changed the timing of classes, and they 
apologised if this had led to children’s confusion and missing any lessons. Parents 
commented that a similar issue happens with regular music lessons, where children 
sometimes forget to attend. ST said she would speak to the Office and ask them to talk with 
Mrs Jenkins.  Also, she would ask the Office to ensure the teachers had a reminder about 
the classes and had a timetable to hand.  
c) Clubs; the issue of free football for girls and not boys, and the booking system in general 
was discussed at the last meeting. ST said that the clubs system will be reviewed and 
discussed at the spring INSET day. It was suggested that parents could volunteer to run 
clubs that they felt could be valuable, however ST pointed out that it can be difficult to ensure 
that parent volunteers comply with safeguarding regulations, as well as having the sufficient 
coaching qualifications, making these types of club difficult to set up. 
d) ST was to meet with Mrs Mathias to discuss ongoing issues with Koosa. ST told the 
Parents’ Forum that Koosa have now increased their numbers for the walking bus, and 
things seem more settled now. 
e) The possibility of adding two email addresses to children’s contacts held by the office; ST 
had followed this up and having previously been told this was not possible, this is now 
something that parents can do. Parents were happy to hear this but pointed out that they 
need to be informed by the office how to go about doing so, and going forward the option to 
add two addresses will need to be added to the forms filled out by prospective parents. ST 
said she would ask the Office to contact all parents to let them know they could add an email 
address to their existing one.  
f) It had been pointed out that some tuck shop snacks contained lots of sugar. ST brought a 
sample of the milkshake drink currently offered by the tuck shop to the meeting, and although 
this one was a ‘no added sugar’ variety, it was pointed out that at some point previously a 
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different brand had been offered which contained a higher amount of sugar. It is to be hoped 
that the tuck shop will continue to offer the ‘no added sugar’ varieties going forward. 
g) Extra information was to be added to the new parent’s information pack as part of the 
transition process to explain how the school lunch system works. The Office are aware of 
this need for the Summer term. 

5 SEN  
AB still feels there is a lack of communication between the school and parents of children 
with SEN. If parents are proactive and request information then the system works well, but 
she has found herself in situations where the class teacher has not been made aware when 
support has stopped, and information has not been passed between year 5 and year 6 
teachers over the summer. ST stressed that detailed records had been passed between 
classes so she would follow this up within the staff as this should not have occurred. AB 
commented that support put in place for half a term stops without warning. ST asked if this 
had been made clear in the initial letter regarding support, and AB said she would need to 
check. ST will ask Mrs Ellis–Davies to check the letter as ST was sure it was mentioned in 
this.  
Parents asked for clarification of the role of the SENCO, and ST explained that this was Mrs 
Ellis-Davis. ST clarified, in response to a question, that the role of the SENCO is not to work 
in class specifically with groups of children but to ensure that paperwork is complete and 
agencies working together to ensure adequate support is in place. It is also their role to 
advise class teachers. The actual SEN provision itself is through quality teaching within 
class. Mrs Ellis–Davies works on Tuesday and Wednesdays. Other parents asked if this 
support is only for children with statements and ST explained that all children receive 
additional support at some point depending on individual need but that children with special 
educational needs would receive support over and above this level to ensure they access 
learning at the right level. 
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6 Communication  
a) A parent asked “Please can you ask if ICT can be prioritised. My daughter's class 
(Hawking) seem to be missing it more than doing it as a result of poor behaviour. I think it's 
an essential lesson not a treat.” ST agreed that it is absolutely an essential lesson, and it is 
not about prioritising but more about ensuring all children have the correct curriculum 
entitlement. Children should be doing ICT each week, and this is not always in the IT suite, 
but may involve using laptops in the classrooms. AB and HlP agreed with the original 
concern and felt that their children were not having their ICT lessons regularly enough and 
in some cases were also missing out as a result of other children’s poor behaviour. ST 
agreed that this should not happen; children should never miss curriculum lessons due to 
poor behaviour and will follow this allegation up and reinforce with Year Leaders and class 
teachers the need to ensure the children are using their allotted time effectively.  
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Classroom organisation and structure  
Nothing was discussed. 

 
 

8 Curriculum  
Nothing was discussed. 

 
 

9 Fundraising and extracurricular events 
a) A parent had asked “Can you discuss whether the School would like to be involved in the 
rotary club Christmas Float (they are short of volunteers and they provide money to 
organisations that provide volunteers). The PTA itself does not have enough volunteers to 
be able to say yes so wondered if the parents’ forum and school wanted to do something. I 
have the contact details should you want to progress.” ST said that whilst this was a lovely 
idea the school do not currently have the capacity to organise this. Some discussion was 
held regarding whether or not adults were required to accompany their children on this and 
it became apparent that many parents are already committed to helping out on this Float 
with other organisations such as preschools and Scouts, so it would probably not be possible 
to get enough numbers to help out through the school. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 Other issues raised  
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a) HK commented about Parent Work viewing sessions – “although it was really lovely to 
see classwork, I feel the session should have started with an introduction from the teacher. 
It felt a bit of a mix/match and would have been nice for a few things to be explained before 
then allowing our children to do the rest. Nothing major but just a nice touch.” ST agreed that 
it would be good to make sure teachers do this, and will pass on the message to Year Group 
Leaders to ensure teachers give an introduction at these sessions going forward, where 
appropriate. 
b) A parent asked “…if the daily mile has been scaled back for all classes or is at the 
discretion of individual teachers? It doesn’t appear to be happening regularly in my son’s 
class (yr 6) anymore and I felt it was a really positive thing (for health and concentration)”. 
ST said this may have been because the person in charge of the daily mile had been a little 
slow getting it up and running this year. This should be resolved soon and children will be 
doing the daily mile more regularly. The children should certainly still all be doing it and it 
has definitely not been scaled back. 
d) A parent asked “if it would be possible to return to reusable cups at lunch to reduce plastic 
waste? I know they can take their own water bottles but would be good to reduce waste for 
all”. ST commented that reusable cups are still used so she was not sure where this 
perception had come from. Hopefully the amount of plastic waste is not increasing. 
e) Several parents asked why there seemed to be no Mufti days at school any more, and 
why children were not allowed to wear Brownie/Cub uniforms etc for Remembrance Day. 
ST commented that children should be just as proud to wear their school uniforms for 
occasions such as these, and the children can wear their Cub and Brownie Uniforms at 
Remembrance Sunday Services. Regarding standard Mufti days, it is often the case that 
children are over-excitable and not much learning happens on these days, so the school 
tries to limit their number over the year. This year the school decided not to have a Mufti day 
for Children in Need as another non-uniform day was being planned for the following week. 
ST addressed this further in the Headteachers letter the next day.  
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11 AOB 
a) HK asked if parents could be invited to school to see things like the harvest assemblies. 
ST said this was not possible as there is simply no space in the Church to fit in all the parents.  
b) RM, commenting about the parents evening, mentioned that at the Infant School it had 
been possible to come earlier in order to look at the children’s books, and could the same 
happen at the Junior School? ST said staff worked hard to ensure books were available at 
work viewings so parents had time to see them. Also, parents were welcome to make 
separate appointments to see their children’s books. Others commented that since this was 
the only time some parents could take time off work to come to school then perhaps the 
books could be made available for parents to take out of the hall to read through after their 
appointments. ST’s concern with this is the extra time this adds to the parents evenings as 
currently they run to time.  Previous experience means that some parents stay a lot longer 
to look at books and also try to catch the teachers again after their appointment. ST agreed 
she could look into this again, and would talk to staff. 
c) LM commented that the recent PGL trip seemed to have gone well, according to her 
daughter and her friends and thanked the school for providing the opportunity. 
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The meeting closed at 3.20pm 
Date of next meeting: 16th January 2020 
Agenda items to be sent to Melanie Nicholls 
 
 
Signed……………...…………….....…………………………Date………………………… 
 
Steph Tyler (Headteacher) – Chair              


